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In conclusion, the investigators should be commended for expanding the existing body of literature
on assessment of ventricular mechanics and tissue
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imaging
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3 distinct phases (2) was not approached, although
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mounting evidence has suggested a pivotal role of
atrial physiology in ventricular diastolic dysfunc-
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tion (2). In addition to ventricular measurements,
strain and strain rate parameters are available to
assess

atrial

pulmonary

reservoir

venous

function

return

(collection

during

of

ventricular

systole), conduit function (early diastolic blood
passage for ventricular ﬁlling), and booster pump
function (late diastolic augmentation of ventricular
ﬁlling). Although the investigators demonstrated a
strong correlation of GLS with exercise capacity as
expressed by peak volume of oxygen and ventilatory response/volume of carbon dioxide, atrial
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preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF) will undoubtedly

diagnosis and investigation of patients with HFpEF.

help our understanding of the HFpEF phenotype,

We agree that larger studies are required using a

allowing us to improve our treatment options.
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diastolic dysfunction.
The addition of echocardiographic assessment
during exercise

would certainly have
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